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Spack

“Flexible package manager that supports multiple versions, 
configurations, platforms, and compilers” - https://spack.io/



What is a package manager?

Installing, configuring, upgrading, removing <packages>

Extract archives, ensure integrity, group by function, avoiding 
“dependency hell”



HPC software

Massively combinatorial 

package implementations × package versions × platforms × 
compilers types × compiler versions

→thousands of combinations; manual deployment does not scale

Reproducibility is important



Simple install syntax

Sensible defaults



Flexibility and specificity

Specify version, compiler type and version, variants and additional constraints



Spec syntax is recursive



Spec syntax is recursive



Variants

Options for packages, switch on/off



Dependency graphs

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)

Consistent versions across DAG

Full control over the combinatorial build space



Tasks

Add a package to the built-in repository

Improve build time using ccache

Upgrade gcc from version 6 to 7

Reuse previous installations from cvmfs using chained builds

Integrate build logs with cdash



Packages are python classes



Packages are python classes



Packages are python classes



Customizable prefixes

Hash of DAG is part of prefix

As many installations are needed

Database is in json format



Ccache

Compiler Cache - Speed up recompilation 

Now has simple integration with Spack

Provided by LCG releases or installed by Spack



Comparison

Without ccache:

$ time spack install fccdevel %gcc@7.3.0

real    52m4.625s
user    229m22.115s
sys     43m42.191s

24 CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630L  @ 2.00GHz

64 GB RAM

~30% reduction in real build time

With ccache:

$ time spack install fccdevel %gcc@7.3.0

real    37m35.251s                                                             
user    58m54.019s                                                             
sys     33m18.348s                                                             



Jenkins integration

Last used node distribution algorithm



GCC upgrade

Version 6.2 → 7.3

New configuration files

Patching CMake build files

Configuring std C++ flags in recipes

Investigate archive type incompatibility

Submit bug fixes to spack

Debug variant incompatibilities

Add new dependencies to fccdevel spec



Chained installations

Reuse existing installed packages from other spack installations

Chain of spack install trees



Only install what is needed
$ spack install fccdevel                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
==> acts-core is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
==> tcl is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
==> delphes is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
==> dag is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
==> py-pyyaml is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
==> podio is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
==> fcc-edm is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
==> fcc-physics is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
==> gaudi is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
==> openssl is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
==> curl is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
==> bzip2 is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
==> pkg-config is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
==> ncurses is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
==> tar is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
==> gettext is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
==> libiconv is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
==> readline is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
==> gdbm is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
==> perl is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
==> git is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
==> Installing py-setuptools                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Fetch: 0.57s.  Build: 1.97s.  Total: 2.54s.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
==> heppy is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
==> Installing papas                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Fetch: 2.52s.  Build: 43.22s.  Total: 45.74s.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
==> tricktrack is installed in an upstream Spack instance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
==> Installing fccdevel                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  Fetch: 1.76s.  Build: 2.02s.  Total: 3.79s.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 



Significant reduction in build time

28 seconds vs 52 minutes, more than 100x speedup



In progress

Migrating bash configuration scripts to python modules



CDash

Future review - still in progress (incomplete)



Thank you


